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Abstract—While several automatic manipulation techniques
have been developed for optical tweezers system recently, the
measurement of the velocity of cell is required and the interaction
between the cell and the manipulator of laser source is usually
ignored in these formulations. Although the position of cell can
be measured by using a camera, the velocity of cell is not
measurable and usually estimated by differentiating the position
of cell, which amplifies noises and may induce chattering of the
system. In addition, it is also assumed in existing methods that
the image Jacobian matrix from Cartesian space to image space
of the camera is exactly known. In the presence of estimation
errors or variations of depth information between the camera
and the cell, it is not sure whether the stability of the system
could still be ensured. In this paper, vision based observer
techniques are proposed for optical manipulation to estimate
the velocity of cell. Using the proposed observer techniques,
tracking control strategies are developed to manipulate biological
cells with different Reynolds’ number, which do not require
camera calibration and measurement of the velocity of cell. The
control methods are based on the dynamic formulation where
the laser source is controlled by closed-loop robotic manipulation
technique. The stability is analysed using Lyapunov-like analysis.
Simulation and experimental results are presented to illustrate
the performance of the proposed cell manipulation methods.

Index Terms—Cell manipulation, optical tweezers, vision based
control, observer based control.

I. INTRODUCTION

ROBOTIC technologies have been demonstrated as key
drivers in manufacturing automation. The integration

of robotic and biomedical technologies at miro and nano
scales has led to the emergence of a variety of robotic cell
manipulation systems with ultrahigh precision, such as micro
insertion system [1], micro-gripper [2], [3], injection system
[4], [5], and micropipette [6], [7].

Among many types of manipulation systems, optical tweez-
ers [8] have become indispensable tools in biological and
nanotechnological fields, because of the capability of ma-
nipulating microscopic objects precisely without any physical
contact. Using a highly focused laser beam, optical tweezers
allow scientists to carry out studies for a diversity of objects
including atoms, molecules, bacteria, viruses and biological
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cells [9]. Over the past few years, the design, development,
and utilization of optical tweezers have increased significantly,
and various automatic optical manipulation systems and con-
trol techniques have been developed [10]–[20]. In [10], an
automatic micromanipulation system with a configuration of
dual-beam optical trap was developed for cell separation. An
automated optical trapping system was proposed by using
computer vision techniques and multiple-force optical clamps
in [11]. In [12], a 3-D steering system was developed for
optical tweezers, with a combination of deformable mirror
and acousto-optic deflector. Based on a first-order dynamic
model of the cell, a comparison was perform for several classic
control methods to evaluate their performance for optical
manipulation in [13]. In [14], a proportional-gain feedback
controller was implemented on optical tweezers. In [15], a
weighted-recursive-least-square algorithm was proposed for
real-time calibration and estimation of system parameters. A
minimum variance control method was proposed to minimize
the Brownian motion of an optically trapped probe in [16] and
an adaptive minimum variance control was also demonstrated
experimentally. In [17], an adaptive disturbance observer was
developed for on-line estimation of probe-sample interaction
force in an optical trap. To transport a single microscopic
particle to a desired point, a simple regulation controller was
proposed for optical tweezers in [18]. A PI feedback controller
and a synchronization control technology were proposed for
cell transportation using optical tweezers in [19]. A region
reaching control method was developed for flocking multiple
micro particles in [20].

In aforementioned robotic manipulation techniques using
optical tweezers [13]–[20], the control input is usually treated
as the position of the laser beam, and open-loop controllers are
designed to move the laser source by ignoring the interaction
between the manipulator of the laser source and the cell. The
dynamic interaction between the robotic manipulator and the
cell was first considered in [21], [22]. A dynamic formulation
that takes into account the combined effects of manipulator
and cell is proposed for optical tweezers systems, so that the
position of the laser source can be controlled by closed-loop
techniques. However, the overall or full dynamic equation that
include the dynamics of both the cell and the manipulator, is
a third or fourth-order system, and higher-order derivatives
and the velocity of cell are required for the control input
of the robotic manipulator. Some techniques are proposed to
eliminate the requirement of the acceleration information and
its derivatives [22], [23], but the measurement of the velocity
of cell is still required for the control laws.
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In these control schemes for cell manipulation systems [5],
[6], [19]–[23], the velocity feedback of the cell is required for
the control tasks. However, in actual implementations of the
controllers, the velocity of cell cannot be measured directly
from the camera and is usually estimated by differentiating
the position of cell. The differentiation amplifies noise at high
frequencies and may cause chattering which is not desirable
for cell manipulation. Even if the velocity feedback of the
cell is not used in open-loop control of laser source, it is
still needed in closed-loop control of the manipulator of laser
source. In addition, it is assumed that the relationship between
Cartesian space and image space of the camera is known
exactly. In the presence of estimation errors or variations
of depth information between the camera and the cell, the
sensory transformation from the task error in image space to
the control input in Cartesian space is uncertain and hence
it is not sure whether the stability of the system could
still be ensured. While a great quantity of work has been
reported in the literature of robot visual servoing [24], [25]
and velocity observer [26]–[29], the uncalibrated vision based
optical manipulation problem of cells or nanoparticles without
measurement of the velocity has not been solved.

In this paper, observer based control schemes are proposed
for optical manipulation of biological cells without measure-
ment of the velocity of cell. The proposed methods are based
on the dynamic formulation where the position of laser beam
is controlled by vision based closed-loop robotic manipulation
techniques. The relationship from the Cartesian space to the
image space of microscope is described by an image Jacobian
matrix, which directly transforms the image-space sensory
feedback error into the control input of manipulator. Vision
based observer techniques are developed to estimate the ve-
locity and the position of the cell. Using the proposed observer
techniques, the optical tweezers system is able to manipulate
the cell to follow a time-varying trajectory without camera
calibration and measurement of the velocity of cell. Various
control methods are proposed for manipulation of biological
cells with different Reynolds’ number, which is dependent
on the dimension of cell and manipulation environment. The
stability of the closed-loop system is analysed by using
Lyapunov-like methods. Both simulation and experimental
results are presented to illustrate the performance of the
proposed control schemes.

II. OPTICAL TWEEZERS SYSTEM

A. Principle of Optical Trap

The basic principle of optical trap is based on the transfer
of momentum from photons to the biological cell, when a
focused beam of light travels through the cell that is immersed
in a medium. The refraction of the photons at the boundary
between the cell and the medium, results in a stable trap of the
object [8]. The trapped cell mainly experiences the trapping
force from the optical trap and the viscous drag force from the
environment. The dynamic model of the cell can be described
as follows [20]:

Mẍ=Ftrap−Fdrag, (1)

where M∈<2×2 represents the mass matrix of the cell which
is diagonal and positive definite, ẍ is the acceleration of the
trapped cell, Ftrap denotes the trapping force, and Fdrag

denotes the drag force.
The drag force Fdrag is proportional to the velocity of the

cell. i.e. Fdrag=Bẋ, where B∈<2×2 represents the damping
matrix which is also diagonal and positive definite, and ẋ
is the velocity of the cell. The trapping force Ftrap can be
represented as the product of a trapping stiffness and the offset
between the cell and the center of laser beam as: Ftrap =
−K(x−p), where K denotes the trap stiffness matrix which
is positive definite, x=[x1, x2]T ∈<2 is the position of the
cell, and p=[p1, p2]T ∈<2 is the position of the laser beam.
Both x and p are usually specified in the image space of the
microscope

∑
C . When the cell is very near the laser beam,

K is constant, and the trapping force Ftrap is proportional to
the offset x−p, and hence the cell can be trapped by the laser
beam, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The cell can be trapped by the laser beam when it is very near the
laser beam.

In this paper, we assume that the cell has been trapped by the
laser beam and the stiffness of the trapping force is constant
[18]–[20]. Therefore, the dynamic equation of the trapped cell
(1) can be written as:

Mẍ + Bẋ + K(x− p) = 0. (2)

Various microscopic objects can be trapped by the laser beam.
As the dimension of the object decreases, the Reynolds’ num-
ber [30]–[33] decreases. When a biological cell is manipulated
by the laser beam with a low Reynolds’ number, viscous drag
dominates inertia due to the scaling effect. That is, the mass
of the cell can be ignored, and the model of the trapped cell
(2) is simplified as [13], [18], [19]:

Bẋ + K(x− p) = 0. (3)

B. Manipulation with Optical Trap

Optical tweezers are the scientific instruments based on the
optical trap, which can manipulate microscopic objects without
physical contact. A typical optical manipulation system is
shown in Fig. 2. The main features consist of a large numerical
aperture oil-immersion objective, a standard phase contrast
microscope illumination, and a CCD camera.

In this paper, the position of the laser beam is specified with
respect to the stage of optical tweezers, and it is controlled by
closed-loop robotic manipulation techniques. The dynamics of
the manipulator of the laser source is described as [22]:

Mqq̈ + Bqq̇ = u, (4)
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where q = [q1, q2]T is the position of the laser beam with
respect to the stage in Cartesian space. The matrix Mq∈<2×2

represents the mass matrix which is diagonal and positive
definite, Bq ∈<2×2 represents the damping matrix which is
also diagonal and positive definite, and u∈<2 is the control
input for the manipulator.
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Fig. 2. A typical optical tweezers system.The offset between the cell and the
laser can be varied by the motorized stage which acts as a robotic manipulator.

C. Camera Model

In optical tweezers system, the relationship between the
Cartesian space of the motorized stage and the image space
of the microscope is defined by the pinhole camera model
[24], [34], which is illustrated in Fig. 3. Based on the pinhole
camera model, the velocity of image feature is related to the
velocity of feature point in Cartesian space by using the image
Jacobian matrix [35], [36] as:

ṗ = JI(q)q̇, (5)

where JI(q) is the image Jacobian matrix, ṗ is the image-
space velocity of laser beam, and q̇ is the velocity of laser
beam in Cartesian space. If the laser beam evolves in the 2-D
plane of the stage while the camera is perpendicular to the
evolving plane of the laser beam, the image Jacobian matrix
is constant. If the cell is submerged in a 3D space, the depth
information is not constant. In the case that other manipulation
systems such as a beam steering system [37] is employed as
a manipulator to control the position of laser beam, the image
Jacobian matrix is also nonlinear.

III. OBSERVER BASED OPTICAL MANIPULATION

In optical manipulation of biological cells, the information
about the position and velocity is required for tracking control.
Both the position of cell x and the position of laser source p in
image space can be measured by using the camera. However,
the velocity of cell cannot be measured by the camera directly.
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Fig. 3. The projection for a pinhole camera model, where f is the focal
length of the camera, and p = [p1, p2]T represents the position of the laser
beam in image space.

In this section, vision based observer techniques are employed
to eliminate the requirement of using the velocity of cell for
optical manipulation. We first consider the cell manipulation
with a low Reynolds’ number, and then extend the results to
the case of a high Reynolds’ number.

The development of the vision-based control techniques for
optical tweezers is based on a backstepping approach [38].
First, based on the cell dynamics in equations (2) or (3), a
desired position input of laser beam pd is developed in image
space to ensure the convergence of tracking errors of cell.
Second, based on the manipulator dynamics in equation (4), a
control input u for the robotic manipulator of the laser source
is developed to ensure that the actual position of the laser
beam in image space p tracks the desired position input pd.

A. Optical Manipulation of Cell with Low Reynolds’ Number

When the cell with a low Reynolds’ number is manipulated
by the optical tweezers, the dynamic model of the cell is
described by equation (3). Suppose that the desired position
input for the laser beam is denoted as pd, then equation (3)
can be written as:

Bẋ+Kx=K∆p+Kpd. (6)

where ∆p=p−pd represents an input perturbation to the cell
dynamics. The system in equation (6) can be viewed as being
controlled by the input Kpd with the perturbation K∆p.

Based on the simplified dynamic model of the trapped cell,
a vision based observer is developed to estimate the velocity
of the cell as:

˙̂x = B−1[−K(x− p) + Kxex], (7)

where x̂ is the estimated position of the trapped cell, ˙̂x is the
estimated velocity, ex = x− x̂ is the observation error, and
Kx is a diagonal and positive definite matrix. The estimated
position x̂ is obtained by integrating the estimated velocity
˙̂x. Using x̂, the desired position input for the laser beam is
proposed as:

pd = x̂−K−1Kp∆x̂ +K−1Bẋd, (8)

where Kp is the proportional control gain matrix which is
diagonal and positive definite, ∆x̂ = x̂ − xd denotes an
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estimation position error, xd is the desired trajectory for the
trapped cell, and ẋd is the desired velocity.

Multiplying both sides of equation (7) with B and substi-
tuting −K(x−p) from equation (3), the observer dynamic
equation is obtained as:

Bėx + Kxex = 0, (9)

which implies the convergence of ex→0. That is, the estimated
position of cell converges to the actual position, x̂→x.

The observer based vision control method described by
equations (7) and (8) is able to manipulate the trapped cell
to track the desired trajectory without the measurement of
the velocity of the cell. However, the exact knowledge of the
damping matrix B is required for the desired position input pd,
and hence parameter identification is necessary. In the case that
the exact knowledge of the damping matrix is not available, an
adaptive observer can be introduced to estimate the velocity
of cell as:

˙̂x = B̂−1[−K(x− p) + Kxex], (10)

where B̂ is the estimated model for B, and it is updated by
the following update law:

θ̂s = θ̂s(0)−Ls

∫ t

0
Y T

b ( ˙̂x)exdς. (11)

In equation (11), θ̂s is the vector of estimated parameters,
θ̂s(0) is any initial estimate of θ̂s, Ls is a positive definite
matrix, and Yb( ˙̂x) is a dynamic regressor matrix [22], [39],
while the term B̂ ˙̂x can be expressed in terms of the regressor
as: B̂ ˙̂x = Yb( ˙̂x)θ̂s .

Next, a corresponding desired position input is proposed as:

pd = x̂−K−1Kp∆x̂ +K−1Yb(ẋd)θ̂b. (12)

and the uncertain parameters θ̂b are updated by:

θ̂b = θ̂b(0)−Lb

∫ t

0
Y T

b (ẋd)∆xdς, (13)

where ∆x = x−xd is the actual position error of the trapped
cell, θ̂b(0) is any initial estimate of θ̂b, Lb is a positive definite
matrix, and Yb(ẋd) is also a regressor matrix. Similarly, we
have: B̂ẋd=Yb(ẋd)θ̂b. The estimated position of the cell is
used in equations (10) and (12), while the actual position of
the cell x is employed to update the estimated parameters in
equations (11) and (13).

Both the desired position input with the model-based ob-
server (8) and the desired position input with the adaptive
observer (12) are able to guarantee the convergence of tracking
error and observation error, if ∆p = 0 and the control
parameters Kp and Kx are chosen such that λmin[KpKx]>
1
4λmax[(K −Kp)2], where λmin[•] and λmax[•] represent
the minimum and the maximum eigenvalues respectively. The
stability analysis for the controller with adaptive observer is
given in the Appendix.
Remark 1: The simplified cell dynamics in equation (3) can
be rewritten in state space as:

ẋ=Axx+ Bxp, (14)

where Ax=−B−1K, Bx=B−1K, and y=x is the output.
A Luenberger observer [40], [41] can also be developed based
on the state-space model as:

˙̂x=−B−1Kx̂+B−1Kp+B−1Kxex. (15)

Substituting equation (3) into the equation of Luenberger
observer, we have: Bėx+(K+Kx)ex =0, which indicates the
convergence of x̂→x. Since both the position of cell x and
the position of laser p are measurable, it is also possible to
replace the estimated position of cell with the actual position
as in equation (7). 444

B. Optical Manipulation of Cell with High Reynolds’ Number

Next, we consider the case where the mass of the cell cannot
be ignored. Let sx

4
= ẋ− ˙̂xr denote a sliding variable [42],

where ˙̂xr is a reference vector to be defined later, the general
dynamic model of the cell in equation (2) can be expressed in
terms of the sliding variable sx as:

Mṡx+Bsx+K(x− p)+M ¨̂xr +B ˙̂xr =0, (16)

where ˙̂xr = ẋd−αx∆x̂.
Suppose that the desired position input for the laser beam

is denoted as pd, then equation (16) is written as:

Mṡx+Bsx+Kx+M ¨̂xr +B ˙̂xr =Kpd + K∆p. (17)

Based on the dynamic model described by equation (17),
a model-based observer is first developed to estimate the
velocity of the cell as:

¨̂x=M−1[−K(x−p)+Kxex−B ˙̂x]. (18)

Using the estimated velocity ˙̂x and the estimated position x̂,
the desired position input is proposed as:

pd = x̂−K−1Kp∆x̂−K−1Kd(∆ ˙̂x+αx∆x̂)

+K−1(M ¨̂xr +B ˙̂xr), (19)

where ∆ ˙̂x= ˙̂x−ẋd, Kp denotes the proportional control gain
matrix which is diagonal and positive definite, and Kd denotes
the control gain matrix of the sliding variable which is also
diagonal and positive definite. Note that the actual velocity of
the cell is also not required for the control method in equations
(18) and (19).

Substituting equation (19) into equation (17), we have:

Mṡx+Bsx+Kex+Kp∆x̂+Kd(sx−ėx)=K∆p.(20)

Next, multiplying both sides of equation (18) with M
and substituting −K(x−p) from equation (2), the observer
dynamics is obtained as:

Mëx + Bėx + Kxex = 0. (21)

In the following theorem, we first consider the case when
∆p = 0 to show the convergence of the tracking errors. A
control input of the manipulator of the laser source will be
presented later to ensure the convergence of ∆p→0.
Theorem 1: The desired position input of the laser beam in
equation (19) and the observer in equation (18) for the optical
manipulation system guarantee the convergence of x→xd and
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ẋ→ẋd as t→∞ if ∆p=0, and control gains Kp, Kd, αx,
and Kx are chosen to satisfy the following conditions:

αxλmin[B−βxM ] > 3
4λmax[Kp],

λmin[(B+Kd)(B−βxM)] > 3
4λmax[K2

d ],
βxλmin[KdKx] > 1

4λmax[K2],
βxλmin[Kx(B+Kd)] > 3

4λmax[K2], (22)

where βx is a positive constant such that βx<λmin[BM−1].
In addition, the estimated position of the cell converges to the
actual position such that x̂ → x as t →∞.
Proof: See Appendix. 444
Remark 2: In the presence of uncertain cell dynamics, an
adaptive observer is proposed to estimate the cell velocity as:

¨̂x=M̂−1[−K(x−p)+Kxex−B̂ ˙̂x]. (23)

The estimated models M̂ and B̂ are updated by the following
update law as:

θ̂c = θ̂c(0)−LcY
T

d ( ˙̂x, ¨̂x)(ex+βxεx)

+Lc

∫ t

0
Ẏ T

d ( ˙̂x, ¨̂x)(ex+βxεx)dς, (24)

where εx=
∫ t

0
exdς , θ̂c is the vector of estimated parameters,

θ̂c(0) is any initial estimate of θ̂c, Lc is a positive definite
matrix, Yd( ˙̂x, ¨̂x) is a regressor matrix and M̂ ¨̂x + B̂ ˙̂x =
Yd( ˙̂x, ¨̂x)θ̂c. As seen from equation (24), only the actual posi-
tion of the cell x is required to update the uncertain dynamic
parameters θ̂c. In addition, the matrix Ẏd( ˙̂x, ¨̂x) represents the
derivative of Yd( ˙̂x, ¨̂x) which consists of the signal

...
x̂. The

signal
...
x̂ is derived from the numerical differentiation of ¨̂x,

but it is then integrated again in the last term of the update
law in equation (24).

Using the estimated velocity ˙̂x and the estimated position
x̂, a desired position input is proposed as:

pd = x̂−K−1Kp∆x̂−K−1Kd(∆ ˙̂x+αx∆x̂)

+K−1Yd( ˙̂xr, ¨̂xr)θ̂d, (25)

where Yd( ˙̂xr, ¨̂xr) is also a regressor matrix, and M̂ ¨̂xr +
B̂ ˙̂xr = Yd( ˙̂xr, ¨̂xr)θ̂d. The uncertain dynamic parameters θ̂d

are updated as:

θ̂d = θ̂d(0)−LdY
T

d ( ˙̂xr, ¨̂xr)(x−x̂r)

+Ld

∫ t

0
Ẏ T

d ( ˙̂xr, ¨̂xr)(x−x̂r)dς, (26)

where Ld is a positive definite matrix, and θ̂d(0) is any initial
estimate of θ̂d.

To analyze the stability of the optical manipulation system,
a Lyapunov-like candidate is introduced as:

Vc=1
2sT

xMsx+ 1
2∆x̂TKp∆x̂+ 1

2zT
xMzx

+ 1
2∆θT

dL−1
d ∆θd+ 1

2∆θT
c L−1

c ∆θc

+ 1
2eT

x[Kx+βx(B−βxM)]ex, (27)

where zx=ėx+βxex is a sliding variable [42], ∆θd = θd− θ̂d,
and ∆θc = θc − θ̂c. Differentiating Vc with respect to time,
it can be shown that x̂ → x, x → xd, ẋ → ẋd as t →∞.

444
Remark 3: The positive constant αx is the parameter for the
sliding variable sx. The sliding variable sx is a composite

variable consisted of the position error ∆x̂ and the velocity
error ∆ẋ, and hence αx can be treated as a weightage
between these errors. Similarly, the positive constant βx is
the parameter for the sliding variable zx. The parameters αx

and βx should be set to satisfy the conditions in equation (22)
such that the stability of the system is guaranteed. 444

C. Robotic Manipulation of Laser Source

The proposed desired position input pd is able to manip-
ulate the trapped cell to track the desired trajectory without
measuring the velocity of the cell. In this section, we proceed
to formulate a control input u for the manipulator of the laser
beam, to guarantee that the actual position of the laser p tracks
the desired position input pd so that ∆p → 0.

In the case that the camera is uncalibrated, the image Jaco-
bian matrix is uncertain, and the estimated image-space veloc-
ity of laser beam is expressed as: ˙̂p=ĴI(q, θ̂k)q̇=Yk(q, q̇)θ̂k,
where ĴI(q, θ̂k) is the approximate image Jacobian matrix,
θ̂k is a set of estimated camera parameters, and Yk(q, q̇) is a
regressor matrix.

Using the estimated image Jacobian matrix, a sliding vector
[42] is introduced as:

sq = q̇ − q̇r, (28)

where q̇r = Ĵ−1
I (q,θ̂k)(ṗd−αq∆p) is a reference vector,

Ĵ−1
I (q,θ̂k) is the inverse matrix of ĴI(q,θ̂k), and αq is a

positive constant. Then the manipulator dynamic model in
equation (4) can be expressed in terms of sq as:

Mqṡq + Bqsq + Yq(q̇r, q̈r)θq = u, (29)

where θq is a vector of dynamic parameters, Yq(q̇r, q̈r) is a
regressor matrix, and Mqq̈r + Bqq̇r =Yq(q̇r, q̈r)θq.

Next, the control input for the robotic manipulator of laser
beam is proposed as:

u=−Kssq−ĴT
I (q,θ̂k)Kq∆p+Yq(q̇r, q̈r)θ̂q, (30)

where Ks and Kq are diagonal and positive definite matrices.
The estimated parameters θ̂q and θ̂k are updated by the
following update law:

θ̂q = θ̂q(0)−Lq

∫ t

0
Y T

q (q̇r, q̈r)sqdς,

θ̂k = θ̂k(0)+Lk

∫ t

0
Y T

k (q, q̇)Kq∆pdς, (31)

where θ̂q(0) is any initial estimate of θ̂q, θ̂k(0) is any initial
estimate of θ̂k, and Lq, Lk are positive definite matrices.

Substituting the control input (30) into equation (29), the
closed-loop equation is given as:

Mqṡq +(Bq +Ks)sq +

ĴT
I (q,θ̂k)Kq∆p+Yq(q̇r, q̈r)∆θq =0, (32)

where ∆θq = θq−θ̂q. In the following theorem, we only
consider the case that the cell with a low Reynolds’ number is
manipulated by using the desired position input pd in equation
(8) and the observer in equation (7). The stability of the optical
manipulation system with the control methods described in
equations (12), (19), and (25) can be similarly shown.
Theorem 2: The input of the robotic manipulator (30), and
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the update law (31) for the robotic tweezers system ensure the
convergence of the tracking errors, that is, x → xd, ẋ → ẋd

as t →∞, when the control parameters are chosen so that:

λmin[KpKx]>1
4λmax[(K−Kp)2],

αqλmin[KpKqKx] >
αq

4 λmax[KqKpKp]+1
4λmax[KxK2]. (33)

In addition, the estimated position of the cell converges to the
actual position such that x̂ → x as t →∞.
Proof: See Appendix. 444
Remark 4: The Cartesian-space velocity of the laser beam q̇
in the control input (30) is usually measurable. In the case that
q̇ is not measurable, an observer can be developed similarly
to estimate the velocity of the laser beam as:

¨̂q =M−1
q (u+Kzeq−Bq

˙̂q). (34)

where Kz is a positive definite matrix, eq = q − q̂ is the
estimation error, q̂ is the estimated position of the laser beam,
and ˙̂q is the estimated velocity. 444
Remark 5: The control input of the manipulator u in equation
(30) requires q̈r and thus p̈d. When the adaptive desired
position input pd in equations (12) or (25) is employed in
the control input u, the velocity of the cell is included in p̈d

due to the second-order differentiation of uncertain dynamic
parameters θ̂b and θ̂d from equations (13) and (26). To solve
the problem, another observer is required to construct the
estimated desired position input p̂d as [22], [23]:

{ ˙̂pd =JI(q)η+β(pd−p̂d)
η̇ =M−1

q [u−Bqη+JT
I (q)Ke(pd−p̂d)],

(35)

where η is an auxiliary vector, β is a positive constant, and
Ke is a positive definite matrix. 444
Remark 6: In the case that the image Jacobian matrix is
constant, the overall optical tweezers system with the dynamic
equations (3) and (4) can also be rewritten as the state-space
model as:


ẋ
ṗ
q̈


=



−B−1K B−1K 0

0 0 JI

0 0 −M−1
q Bq







x
p
q̇


+




0
0

M−1
q u


 ,

(36)

where

y=
[

I2 0 0
0 I2 0

]


x
p
q̇


 (37)

is the output, I2∈<2×2 is an identity matrix, and JI is the
constant Jacobian matrix. Therefore, the Luenberger observer
can also be developed similarly as model based observer for
the whole optical manipulation system. 444

IV. SIMULATION

Simulation studies were carried out to verify the perfor-
mance of the proposed control methods. The optical tweezers
system is illustrated in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the cell is placed on
a motorized stage and the laser beam is fixed downwards, and

Laser Source

Camera

Motorized Stage

x
aa
aa

Laser
aa
aa

aa
aa

Cell

p

Fig. 4. The laser beam is fixed downwards, and the offset between the laser
beam and the cell is varied by moving the stage with motor control.

the offset between the laser and the cell is varied by moving
the stage which thus acts as a robotic manipulator.

In the simulation, we consider the case that the mass of
the cell cannot be ignored such that the cell dynamics is
specified in equation (2). Therefore, the interaction between
the cell and the manipulator leads to an overall fourth-order
dynamics described by equations (2) and (4). The parame-
ters of the dynamic model in equation (2) were set as: the
mass matrix M=diag{10−10,10−10}kg, the damping matrix
B = diag{1.8×10−9,1.8×10−9}kg/s, and the trap stiffness
matrix K=diag{2.77×10−5,2.77×10−5}. The parameters of
the manipulator dynamics in equation (4) were set as: the mass
matrix Mq = diag{0.02218, 0.011386}kg, and the damping
matrix Bq = diag{0.04749, 0.04023}kg/s. The relationship
between the Cartesian space and the image space is known
as 0.1 µm/pixel, and the image Jacobian matrix is specified
as: JI = diag{β1,β2} = diag{10,10}, where β1 and β2 are
constants.

The initial positions of the cell and laser beam are both
located at (220,−150) pixel, and the cell was manipulated to
follow the lemniscate of Bernoulli as:{

xd1 = 200 + 20cos(0.2t)
1+sin2(0.2t)

pixel,

xd2 = −150 + 20sin(0.2t)cos(0.2t)
1+sin2(0.2t)

pixel.
(38)

Consider the dynamic model of the cell in equation (2),
the observer in equation (18) and the desired position input
pd in equation (19) are employed for tracking control. The
parameters of the observer are set as: Kx=30I2. The observer
is used to estimate the velocity and position of the cell.

The parameters of the desired position input in equation
(19) were set as: αx=32, Kp=4× 10−8I2, and Kd=10−9I2.
The desired position input pd is able to manipulate the trapped
cell to the desired trajectory without measuring the velocity
of the cell.

In presence of the uncalibrated camera, the initial estimates
of camera parameters are set as β̂1(0)=β̂2(0)=9.5. Therefore,
the image Jacobian matrix is uncertain. The parameters of
control methods in equations (30) and (31) were set as: αq=1,
Kq = 1.5I2, Ks = 10−5I2, Lk = 10−2I2, and Lq = 10−5I4

where I4 ∈<4×4 is an identity matrix. The control input u
ensures that the actual position of the laser p tracks the desired
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Fig. 5. The cell is manipulated to track the desired Bernoulli trajectory which is specified as xd1 = 200 +
20cos(0.2t)

1+sin2(0.2t)
pixel, xd2 = −150 +

20sin(0.2t)cos(0.2t)

1+sin2(0.2t)
pixel.
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Fig. 6. Tracking errors and observation errors

position input pd such that the convergence of tracking errors
is guaranteed.

The path of the laser and the trapped cell at various time
instants is shown in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5, it is seen that the cell
was successfully manipulated to track the Bernoulli trajectory.
The position error between the actual position of the cell and
the desired position is denoted as x−xd, which is less then
5 pixel as shown in Fig. 6(a). The velocity error between
the estimated velocity of the cell and the desired velocity is
denoted as ˙̂x− ẋd, which is less than 5 pixel/s as shown in
Fig. 6(b). The observation error is defined as ẋ− ˙̂x, which is
less than 3 pixel/s as shown in Fig. 6(c).

V. EXPERIMENT

The proposed control method was also implemented in a
robotic tweezers manipulation system in the City University
of Hong Kong, as shown in Fig. 7. The system is constituted
of three modules for sensing, control and execution [19].
The sensing module consists of a microscope and a CCD
camera, and the positions of biological cells and the laser
beam can be obtained through image processing. The control
module consists of a phase modulator and a stepping motor
controller. The execution module consists of the holographic
optical trapping and the motorized stage. All of the mechanical
components are supported by an anti-vibration table.

The optical tweezers were controlled to manipulate the yeast
cell. For the experimental environment, the Reynolds’ number
is around 3×10−4 [19]. Therefore, the viscous drag dominates

the inertia of the cell, and the cell dynamics is described by
the simplified model in equation (3). Consider the simplified
dynamic mode of the cell, the adaptive observer in equations
(10) and (11) and the control method in equations (12) and
(13) were implemented in the experimental setup.

CCD Camera

SLM

Optical Tweezers

Motorized Stage

Fig. 7. A robot-tweezer manipulation system.

In the experiments, the position of the laser beam is fixed,
and the relative position between the laser and the cell is
varied by the motorized stage. Therefore, both the position
of the cell and the position of the laser are specified with
respect to the motorized stage. Due to the limited access to
the software interface, the desired position pd is set as the
control input and implemented in the motorized stage. The
relationship between the Cartesian space and the image space
is known as 0.11 µm/pixel.
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In the first experiment, both the cell and the laser beam
started from (17, 17) pixel, and the cell has been trapped
by the laser beam from the beginning. The trapped cell was
manipulated to track a straight line as:

{
xd1 =17+0.8t pixel,
xd2 =17+0.8t pixel. (39)

The control parameters in equations (10), (11), (12) and (13)
were set as: Kp=I2, Kx=I2, Lb=10−7I2, and Ls=10−7I2.
The regressor matrix Yb(ẋd) is specified as a diagonal matrix
as: Yb(ẋd) = diag{ẋd1, ẋd2}, and the vector θ̂b = [b̂1, b̂2]T

where b̂1 and b̂2 represent the elements of the uncertain
damping matrix B̂.

The path of the laser and the cell is shown in Fig. 8(a). Note
that the positive direction in the axis of x2 is downwards. Fig.
8(a) implies that the trapped cell is manipulated to track the
straight line. The position error between the actual position of
the cell and the desired position is denoted as x−xd, while
the velocity error between the estimated velocity of the cell
and the desired velocity is denoted as ˙̂x− ẋd. As seen from
Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c), and both the position error and the
velocity error reduce to zero. The pictures of the trapped cell
at different time instants are shown in Fig. 9, which implies
the successful realization of tracking task without using the
velocity of the cell.

In the second experiment, both the cell and the laser beam
started from the initial position at (43, 31) pixel, and the
trapped cell was manipulated to track a circle as:

{
xd1 =33+10cos(0.1t) pixel,
xd2 =31+10sin(0.1t) pixel. (40)

The control parameters remain the same. The path of the laser
and the cell is shown in Fig. 10(a), which shows that the
position of the cell converges to the desired circular trajectory.
The position error x−xd is shown in Fig. 10(b), which is less
than 2 pixel throughout the manipulation. The velocity error
˙̂x−ẋd is shown in Fig. 10(c), which implies that the estimated
velocity of the cell using the proposed observer converges to
the desired velocity of the trapped cell. Next, the angular speed
of the trajectory in equation (40) was increased from 0.1 rad/s
to 0.2 rad/s, and the experimental results are shown in Fig. 11.
As seen from Fig. 11, the proposed control method is still able
to manipulate the trapped cell to track the circular trajectory,
while the position error is less than 2 pixel and the velocity
error is less than 1 pixel/s. The pictures of the trapped cell
at different time instants for the angular speed 0.2 rad/s are
shown in Fig. 12.

In the third experiment, both the cell and the laser beam
started from (58, 31) pixel, and the trapped cell was manipu-
lated to track a Bernoulli trajectory as:

{
xd1 =48+ 10cos(0.1t)

1+sin2(0.1t)
pixel,

xd2 =31+ 10sin(0.1t)cos(0.1t)
1+sin2(0.1t)

pixel.
(41)

The control parameters remain the same. The path of the
laser and the cell is shown in Fig. 13(a), which shows that
the position of the cell converges to the desired Bernoulli
trajectory. The position error x−xd is shown in Fig. 13(b),
which is less than 1 pixel. The velocity error ˙̂x−ẋd is shown in

Fig. 13(c), which reduces to zero. Next, the angular speed of
the trajectory in equation (41) was increased from 0.1 rad/s to
0.2 rad/s, and the experimental results are shown in Fig. 14.
As seen from Fig. 14, the proposed control method is still able
to manipulate the trapped cell to track the Bernoulli trajectory,
while the position error is less than 2 pixel and the velocity
error is less than 1 pixel/s. The pictures of the trapped cell
at different time instants for the angular speed 0.2 rad/s are
shown in Fig. 15.

The experimental results indicate that all the trajectory and
velocity tracking errors converge to small bounds at steady
state, which shows the realization of the proposed methods.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, vision-based observer techniques have been
proposed for the optical manipulation with biological cells.
Using the observer techniques, new tracking control methods
are developed to manipulate the cell to track the desired
trajectory without the information of the velocity of cell. The
stability of closed-loop system is analyzed by using Lyapunov-
like methods, and both simulations and experimental results
are presented to illustrate the performance of the proposed
methods. The proposed vision based observer techniques can
be extended to other cell manipulation systems such as mi-
croinjection and micropipette. The proposed dynamic formu-
lation would also bridge the gap between traditional robotic
manipulation techniques and optical manipulation techniques.
The development of the observer techniques are formulated
in continuous time with the linear trapping force, and future
work would be devoted to exploring the effects of limited
sampling frequency and the time-varying trapping force, the
uncertainties in the trapping stiffness on the system. The
proposed observer techniques could also be extended to optical
manipulation of multiple cells.
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Fig. 8. Experiment 1: Line tracking. The trapped cell started from (17, 17) pixel and was manipulated to track a straight line as: xd1 =17+0.8t pixel,
xd2 =17+0.8t pixel. Both the position error x−xd and the velocity error ˙̂x−ẋd reduce to zero.
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Fig. 9. Experiment 1: The cell is manipulated to follow a straight line. The positions of the cell are shown at various time instants.
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Fig. 10. Experiment 2: Circle tracking. The trapped cell started from (43, 31) pixel and was manipulated to track a circular trajectory as: xd1 = 33+
10cos(0.1t) pixel, xd2 =31+10sin(0.1t) pixel. The position error x−xd is less than 2 pixel and the velocity error ˙̂x−ẋd is less than 1 pixel/s.
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Fig. 11. Experiment 2: Circle tracking. The angular velocity of the desired circular trajectory was increased to 0.2 rad/s.
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Fig. 12. Experiment 2: The cell is manipulated to follow a circular trajectory with the angular velocity of 0.2 rad/s. The positions of the cell are shown at
various time instants.
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Fig. 13. Experiment 3: Bernoulli tracking. The trapped cell started from (58, 31) pixel and was manipulated to track a Bernoulli trajectory as: xd1 =

48+
10cos(0.1t)

1+sin2(0.1t)
pixel, xd2 =31+

10sin(0.1t)cos(0.1t)

1+sin2(0.1t)
pixel. The position error x−xd is less than 1 pixel and the velocity error ˙̂x−ẋd reduces to zero.
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Fig. 14. Experiment 3: Bernoulli tracking. The angular velocity of the desired Bernoulli trajectory was increased to 0.2 rad/s.
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Fig. 15. Experiment 3: The cell is manipulated to follow a Bernoulli trajectory with the angular velocity of 0.2 rad/s. The positions of the cell are shown
at various time instants.
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APPENDIX

A. Stability Analysis for Section III.A

Substituting the desired position input pd in equation (12)
into equation (6), we have:

B∆ẋ+(K−Kp)ex+Kp∆x+Yb(ẋd)∆θb =K∆p, (42)

where ∆ẋ= ẋ− ẋd, ∆θb =θb−θ̂b and θb denote the actual
dynamic parameters, and (B−B̂)ẋd = Yb(ẋd)∆θb. Next,
multiplying equation (10) with B̂ and substituting −K(x−p)
in equation (3) into it, the dynamic equation of observer is
obtained as:

B̂ ˙̂x = Bẋ + Kxex. (43)

The above equation can be written as:

Bėx + Kxex + Yb( ˙̂x)∆θs = 0, (44)

where ėx = ẋ− ˙̂x, ∆θs = θs− θ̂s and θs denote the actual
dynamic parameters, and (B−B̂) ˙̂x=Yb( ˙̂x)∆θs.

To analyze the stability of the optical manipulation system
with adaptive observer, a Lyapunov-like candidate is intro-
duced as:

Vs = 1
2∆xTB∆x+ 1

2eT
xBex

+ 1
2∆θT

b L−1
b ∆θb+1

2∆θT
s L−1

s ∆θs, (45)

Differentiating Vs with respect to time, and substituting equa-
tions (42) and (44) into it yields:

V̇s =∆xTB∆ẋ+eT
xBėx− ˙̂

θT
b L−1

b ∆θb− ˙̂
θT

s L−1
s ∆θs.

=∆xT [−(K −Kp)ex−Kp∆x− Yb(ẋd)∆θb+ K∆p]

+eT
x [−Kxex − Yb( ˙̂x)∆θs]− ˙̂

θT
b L−1

b ∆θb− ˙̂
θT

s L−1
s ∆θs.(46)

Next, differentiating the update laws in equations (11) and (13)
with respect to time and substituting them into equation (46),
we have:

V̇s = ∆xT K∆p−[∆xT eT
x ]Ps[∆xT eT

x ]T , (47)

where

Ps=
[

Kp
1
2K−1

2Kp
1
2K−1

2Kp Kx

]
. (48)
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If the control parameters Kp and Kx are chosen such that
λmin[KpKx] > 1

4λmax[(K − Kp)2], then Ps is positive
definite. Then if ∆p = 0, we have that Vs > 0, and V̇s ≤ 0.
Therefore, Vs is bounded, which also indicates that ∆x, ex,
∆θb, and ∆θs are all bounded. From equation (42), it is
concluded that ∆ẋ is also bounded. The boundedness of
∆ẋ ensures the boundedness of ẋ if ẋd is bounded. The
boundedness of ẋ and ex ensures the boundedness of ˙̂x from
equation (43). Since both ẋ and ˙̂x are bounded, ėx = ẋ− ˙̂x is
also bounded. Therefore, V̈s is bounded, and V̇s is uniformly
continuous. From the Barbalat’s Lemma [39], we have V̇s → 0
as t →∞. That is, x → xd and ex → 0.

In addition, the boundedness of ∆x ensures the bounded-
ness of ˙̂

θb from equation (13). Differentiating equation (42),
it is seen that ∆ẍ is bounded since ∆ẋ, ˙̂

θb, ėx are bounded.
Therefore, ∆ẋ is uniformly continuous. Since ∆x → 0 and
∆ẋ is uniformly continuous, ∆ẋ → 0. That is, ẋ → ẋd.

Similarly, to analyze the stability of the optical manipulation
system with the model-based observer in equation (7), a
Lyapunov-like candidate Vms is introduced as:

Vms = 1
2∆xTB∆x+ 1

2eT
xBex. (49)

Differentiating Vms with respect to time and substituting the
dynamic equations of cell and observer into it, it is shown
that:

V̇ms =∆xT K∆p−[∆xT eT
x ]Ps[∆xT eT

x ]T . (50)

Therefore, the convergence of tracking error and observation
error is also guaranteed if ∆p=0 and Ps is positive definite.

B. Proof of Theorem 1

To analyze the stability of the optical manipulation system,
a Lyapunov-like candidate Vmc is introduced as:

Vmc = 1
2sT

xMsx+ 1
2∆x̂TKp∆x̂+ 1

2zT
xMzx

+ 1
2eT

x[Kx+βx(B−βxM)]ex. (51)

Differentiating Vmc with respect to time and substituting
equations (20), and (21) into it, we have:

V̇mc =−sT
x (B+Kd)sx−sT

x Kex+sT
x Kdėx−sT

x Kp∆x̂

+βxzT
x Mėx− zT

x Bėx−zT
x Kxex

+sT
x K∆p+∆ ˙̂xTKp∆x̂ + ėT

x[Kx+βx(B−βxM)]ex. (52)

Note that sx = ∆ẋ+αx∆x̂ = ∆ ˙̂x+ ėx +αx∆x̂, and zx =
ėx+βxex, and thus equation (52) can be written as:

V̇mc =−[sT
x ∆x̂T eT

x ėT
x ]Pc[sT

x ∆x̂T eT
x ėT

x ]T+sT
x K∆p,(53)

where

Pc=




B+Kd 0 1
2K − 1

2Kd

0 αxKp 0 1
2Kp

1
2K 0 βxKx 0

− 1
2Kd

1
2Kp 0 B−βxM


 . (54)

If the control parameters αx, βx, Kd, Kp, and Kx are chosen
to satisfy condition (22), then Pc is positive definite.

Since ∆p = 0, we have that Vmc > 0, and V̇mc ≤ 0 if
condition (22) is satisfied. Therefore, Vmc is bounded, which

also indicates that sx, ∆x̂, ex, and zx are all bounded. The
boundedness of sx and ∆x̂ ensures the boundedness of ∆ẋ
since sx = ∆ẋ+αx∆x̂, and the boundedness of zx and
ex ensures the boundedness of ėx since zx = ėx+βxex.
Since both ∆ẋ and ėx are bounded, ∆ ˙̂x = ∆ẋ−ėx is also
bounded. From equation (20), since sx, ex, ėx, and ∆x̂ are
all bounded, ṡx is also bounded. Therefore, sx, ∆x̂, and ex are
uniformly continuous. From equation (53), it is easy to verify
that sx,∆x̂, ex ∈ L2(0,+∞). Then it follows [43], [44] that
sx,∆x̂, ex → 0 and hence x̂ → x. Since ∆x̂, ex → 0, we
have x → xd as t → ∞. Since sx → 0 and ∆x̂ → 0, we
have ẋ → ẋd as t →∞.

C. Proof of Theorem 2

Substituting the desired position input in equation (8) into
the simplified cell dynamics in equation (6), we have:

B∆ẋ+(K−Kp)ex+Kp∆x=K∆p. (55)

To prove the stability, a Lyapunov-like candidate V is
introduced as:

V = 1
2∆xTB∆x+ 1

2eT
xBex+1

2sT
qMqsq

+ 1
2∆pTKq∆p+ 1

2∆θT
q L−1

q ∆θq + 1
2∆θT

kL−1
k ∆θk. (56)

Differentiating V with respect to time and substituting equa-
tions (55), (9), (32), and the update law (31) into it, we have:

V̇ = ∆xT (Kp −K)ex−∆xTKp∆x+∆xT K∆p

−sT
q (Bq +Ks)sq − αq∆pT Kq∆p− eT

x Kxex

= −sT
q (Bq+Ks)sq−[∆xT eT

x ∆pT ]P [∆xT eT
x ∆pT ]T , (57)

where

P=




Kp
1
2K − 1

2Kp − 1
2K

1
2K − 1

2Kp Kx 0
− 1

2K 0 αqKq


 . (58)

Let the controller parameters Kp, αq, Kq and Kx be chosen
to satisfy the condition (33), then P is positive definite. In the
case that P is positive definite, V̇ ≤ 0.

Since V >0 and V̇≤0, V is bounded. The boundedness of V
ensures the boundedness of ∆x, sq, ∆p, ex, ∆θq, and ∆θk.
From equations (55) and (9), it is concluded that ẋ and ėx are
bounded, and hence ˙̂x=ẋ−ėx is bounded. From equation (8),
ṗd is also bounded because ˙̂x is bounded. The boundedness
of sq, ∆p and ṗd ensures the boundedness of q̇, and the
boundedness of q̇ ensures the boundedness of ṗ since JI(q)
is bounded. Since ṗ and ṗd are bounded, ∆ṗ is bounded.
Therefore, ∆p is uniformly continuous. From equation (57),
it is easy to verify that ∆p ∈ L2(0,+∞). Then it follows
[43], [44] that ∆p → 0. Therefore, x → xd, ẋ → ẋd, and
x̂ → x as t →∞.
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